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Hydraulic shears
Product introduction

Product characteristics

Hydraulic Shear is suitable for various operations, including breaking the steel 
structure, processing scrap steel, cutting iron material, steel, tank and tube etc. Its 
unique design and innovative ways ensure the efficient operation and powerful 
cutting force, than ordinary hydraulic shear performance beyond 15%.

Jaw size and special blade design increase productivity.Our hydraulic shears series can 
replace the blade quickly and conveniently. It can reduce machine downtime and optimize 
productivity.

※ Powerful hydraulic cylinders strengthened jaw mouth closing force, then can cut the most 
hardened steel

※ Hydraulic shears series are made of high-grade steel to ensure maximum strength of tool 
and the best wear resistance

※ Waterproof and corrosion-resistant design

※ Fully enclosed, steel structure, designed to eliminate or reduce any twisting or bending
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Hydraulic shear drawing
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1) Do not operate the JIANGTU Attachments when the excavator cylinder rods are extended to their ends of 
stroke. If a large force is exerted to the fully extended cylinder, the excavator links and other parts may be 
damaged, bent or cracked.

2) Do not use JIANGTU Attachments to pry, blow or pound objects. Otherwise, the shear and the excavator 
may be damaged.

3) Do not press the JIANGTU attachments against the ground when the excavator turns around. Otherwise , 
excessive force is applied to the arm and pins, causin
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1.1  

5) Do not use the JIANGTU Attachments to flatten out rough ground. Otherwise, the excavator is subjected 
force and may be damaged.

7) Do not run or swing the excavator while the JIANGTU Attachments holds an object.
8) When the excavator travels with the JIANGTU Attachments, be sure to open the ends of the arms.This
protects the piston rod against damage.
9) When leaving the excavator, put the JIANGTU Attachments on the ground and stop the engine.
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1.4 

1.3 

1.2  Set up Pressure

1.1 

1.2
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1) Put the JIANGTU Attachments on wooden square bars laid on the flat ground.
2) In the condition of turning off stop valve of excavator, adiust setting pressure for cylinder line and motor 
line. Please refer to chapter 1 for specific values respective. When adjusting all kinds of pressure. please 
follow the advice by our A/S person or authorized personnel has made.
3) Stick to the excavator with two-bracket pin, and fasten bolt and nut together with stop ring. During 
assembling, pay attention to keep the straightness of both bush and holes of excavator using hand signal.
4) Open the union cap of stop valve and connect hoses of the shear. At this time, the oil residue in pipes 
is subject to flow out. so prepare an empty box to capture the flowing oil.
5) Turn on the stop valve and operate crusher after warming it up efficiently.
6) In case of motor type, please set the flow rate for motor in order to acquire proper revolution per minute 
3-6 rpm.
7) If the excavator has quick coupler system, please stick JIANGTU Attachments to excavator in 
accordance with installation method of quick coupler manufacturers.
8) After completing all of the above, please fill in the delivery report and send it to us 
9) When dismounting, the procedures are reversal of the method of assembly.
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Electric box

Pilot Valve Line

Main Power cable

Take down the right side of the hand 
shank and install on this one.


